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The 24h Tremblant brings together its Montreal community and puts its profits to good use by
donating $3.8 million to its three major beneficiary hospital foundations in Montreal.

Delphine Brodeur, President and CEO, CHU Sainte-Justine Foundation, and Simon St-Arnaud, Executive Producer, 24h
Tremblant

Montréal, Québec, March 6, 2024 – Last night, at the emblematic Montréal en Lumière event, the 24h
Tremblant celebrated with its community by unveiling the significant amounts of the first disbursement to its
three major Montréal beneficiaries: $2,280,146 went to the Fondation Charles-Bruneau, the 24h's main
beneficiary, while $1,687,308 will be shared between the CHU Sainte-Justine Foundation and The Montreal
Children's Hospital Foundation. These sums, which will contribute directly to improving the care,
leading-edge research and well-being of sick children, reflect the positive and tangible impact of the event on
the lives of many children and families across the province.

https://www.facebook.com/24hTremblant/videos/730054132571374
https://24htremblant.pixieset.com/24h-tremblant-montreal-en-lumiere/


The 24h Tremblant brought together sponsored children, beneficiary foundations, ambassadors and
participants on the Montréal en Lumière skating path. This unique experience was an opportunity to
acknowledge and celebrate the tangible impact of the event, which reaches a wide audience in the Greater
Montreal region. In the next few weeks, partial donations will also be presented to the other two beneficiary
foundations in their respective regions.

The 24h Tremblant also took the opportunity to announce the opening of registration for the 2024
edition. Participants can now register to join the cause and take part in the event. The opening of
registration was eagerly awaited, with over 100 teams already registered for the 500 places available.

About the 24h Tremblant
At its last edition, the 24h Tremblant raised a record $6,755,987. The 24h Tremblant is a relay sporting
challenge featuring a diverse and festive programming, but above all it is among the most important
charity events in Quebec. Since its inception in 2001, the 24h has raised over $50,000,000 for various
organizations working for the well-being of children. The 24h actively contributes to children's causes by
supporting the following five foundations: Fondation Charles-Bruneau, CHU Sainte-Justine Foundation,
The Montreal Children's Hospital Foundation, CHEO Foundation and Fondation Tremblant.

Every year, the event attracts more than 30,000 people who come to enjoy the festivities, as well as
4,500 participants and 500 teams who ski, run or walk for 24 hours thanks to the commitment of 350
volunteers. The 24th edition of the 24h Tremblant will run from December 13 to 15, 2024.


